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1.  Introduction 

Welcome to the Nomination and Awards Management System (NAMS). We have taken lessons 

learned from our experiences over the last few years to design and build a simplified application 

that is easy to use, enabling Users to manage their workload with a single tool.  NAMS provides 

a secure environment, protects the Nominee’s/Recipient’s and QOVF volunteers’ information as 

it organizes and presents data in a clear and concise format that allows you to manage 

nominations with less effort.  

NAMS’ capabilities support our growing national organization, provide meaningful statistics of 

our accomplishments, and demonstrates to our benefactors that their support is being used 

efficiently and effectively to support our mission. 

1.1  Security & Protection of NAMS Data 

In today’s digital environment, we must all be on guard to protect our personal information and 

data on the internet. Two of the major system requirements for NAMS were that it be a place to 

accomplish our work easily and safely, while maintaining the integrity and security of all the 

data that QOVF holds.  The Quilts of Valor Foundation is currently developing a comprehensive 

cyber policy that will detail the responsibilities and safe practices for the handling and storing of 

all vulnerable data in our possession.  In the interim, we have taken steps within the 

organization as a precaution against cyber breaches.    

NAMS has been designed with protections to safeguard the personal information held in the 

archives and each request.    As Users it is important to realize that you share responsibility for 

the protection of personal information and privacy of our Veterans, Service Members and 

volunteers.   How each User handles and stores QOV request information is critical.   Once you 

print or export information for use outside of NAMS you become the protector of that 

information.  

As a NAMS User, you must do your part to protect QOVF and to be protected by QOVF by 

strictly adhering to the QOVF Cyber Policy.  Compliance with this interim policy when using 

NAMS includes but is not limited to: 

You acknowledge that as a volunteer of the Quilts of Valor Foundation (hereafter referred to as 

“QOVF”) you will handle confidential and sensitive information, including award nominee data, 

military service data, or volunteer data in accordance with QOVF policies. 

You also consent to the principal obligations concerning the use of data when using QOVF’s 

Nominee Awards Management System (NAMS) software as specified below: 

(A) NAMS will only be used for the purpose specified by the QOVF. 

(B) You will comply with information security controls and QOVF’s policies to prevent 

unauthorized or accidental disclosure, modification, or destruction. 
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All NAMS users will be required to acknowledge and accept the full NAMS Data User Agreement 

prior to signing in to NAMS the first time. See the full NAMS user agreement on the 

Membership Dashboard. 

 

1.2  Objective 

When you complete this class, you will have the knowledge, skills, and resources to better 

perform your role as a State or District Coordinator, Group Leader or Group Member leaving 

more time to do what you really want to do, make and award Quilts of Valor.   

You will learn the features and functions of NAMS and how you can use them to accomplish the 

mission.  We will also go through some scenarios you may have encountered or will encounter in 

managing QOV requests and how NAMS can assist you. 

1.3  System Requirements 

NAMS is an Internet browser-based application. It can be used with any device that has a 

browser, including PC, MAC, Tablets, iPad, and smart phones.  NAMS was developed in Chrome 

and works best in Chrome or MS Edge browsers. 

1.4  Manual Organization 

This training manual uses a two-column format in most of the instructional sections; the left 

column contains background information and screenshots from NAMS while the right column 

contains the demonstration notes.  Exercises are presented in either the right column or under 

the two-column table.   

There will be references to the NAMS User Guide, the companion piece to the NAMS Training 

Manual, that is more detailed.  Key points from the User Guide are repeated in the Training 

Manual but reading both and keeping them available as resources is highly encouraged. 

There are separate Training Manuals for different roles – Group/Individual and 

District/State/Regional Coordinators. 

 

 

 

1.5  Class Syllabus  

Group Training 

Part One Part Two 

a. Trainer & Participant Introductions  

b.  Overview & Security Practices 

c.  Terminology 

d.  Log In 

e.  Map & List Views 

f.  Sort & Filter Functions 

Individual Records/Requests 

a.  Overview  

b.  Status Changes 

c.  Bulk Records 

d.  Re-Routing a request 

e.  Activity Notes & Checklist 
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g.  Search Function 

Q&A 

BREAK 

f.  Notifications & Settings 

Q&A 

Use Cases 

WRAP UP - FEEDBACK 

 

 

2.  NAMS Overview 

 

2.1  Workflow 

NAMS was designed to facilitate the QOVF Award workflow depicted above. 

Entries made on the QOVF.org website (Pink/Orange Box) Nominations page are forwarded to 

NAMS.  

The red line tracks the screening and assignment process.  The nomination is initially screened 

against the QOVF NAMS database for the possibility that the Nominee may have previously 

been awarded a QOV or a nomination for the individual currently exists in the system.   If a 

possible duplicate nomination exists or a QOV was awarded, the new nomination record status 

is changed to “Duplicate” and forwarded to State Coordinator’s queue for further research.  For 

more information see Duplicate Requests in the NAMS User Guide. 

The blue line tracks the process of what is now referred to as a request from receipt by the 

assigned party to awarding. 

The green line (originating at the website) shows the path for a QOV award that was reported 

to the website after awarding where it joins the NAMS database and is archived. 
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2.2  Roles & Permissions 

NAMS utilizes a role base permission authorization model.  Access to NAMS and the 

permissions available to any User is based upon the role they are assigned. NAMS has four (4) 

User roles defined for the various levels of access to the NAMS data and functions. The following 

table outlines the permissions authorized for each role. 
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2.3  Terminology 

The NAMS User Guide has an extensive listing of the system’s vocabulary and icons/symbols.   

There are a few terms that have definitions specific to their use in NAMS, which are defined 

below. 

A. NAMS makes a clear distinction between a Nomination and a Request. While the two 

terms may be interchanged in daily use, they have defined roles within the NAMS 

environment. 

Nomination A nomination is the original entry on the QOVF website for a Quilt of 
Valor. Once assigned for fulfillment within NAMS, the nomination 
becomes a request. 

Request A nomination entered on the QOVF website becomes a request once 
the SC has assigned the record to a Group or individual for fulfillment. 

B. NAMS has two terms that reference one of the fifty (50) states and territories of the USA.  

State always refers to the Nominee/Recipient’s state of residence.  Assigned State is the 

state to which the QOV request is assigned.  A nomination is always routed to the Nominee’s 

state of residence first. From there it can be Assigned or Re-Routed to a different state for 

fulfillment of the request. 

State Nominee's State of residence. 

Assigned State State that is assigned a QOV request for fulfillment and award of a 
QOV.  This may be different from the Recipient's state of residence. 

 

 

C. A nomination becomes a request when it is Assigned to a QOVF Group for fulfillment. It 

can later be Reassigned within the same state or Re-Routed to another state for 

assignment and fulfillment. 

Assign  The process of designating a QOV nomination to become a request to 
be fulfilled by a specific QOVF Group.  

Reassign To change the assignment of a QOV request from one group to another 
group within the same state for fulfillment. 

Re-Route and Re-Routed Changing the State and/or Group assigned to fulfill a QOV request. 
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3.  Logging in to NAMS 

NAMS account access is managed through our membership database.  Only registered QOVF 

members in good standing can be granted access to NAMS. There are three items that control if 

a QOVF member can gain access to NAMS: 

1. The Individual’s membership is not expired. 

2. If the individual is a member of a QOVF Group, the Group’s membership must also be current 

(i.e. not expired). 

3. The member must be assigned a NAMS role in the membership database. 

 

NAMS Users will log in using their individual membership Username and Password.  If you 

can log into the Website Member Dashboard, you will be able to log into NAMS once your 

NAMS role has been activated. 

 Group Leader accounts will not work in NAMS. 

 

NAMS Training Login link is 

https://dev.nams.qovf.org 
Please ensure you are in the correct site before making changes to records.  

You should see the words Training and Development in the upper left of the 

NAMS window. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://dev.nams.qovf.org/
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4.  Group Leader Training 

From this point forward the use of the term “Group,” “GL” or ‘User” encompasses Group 

Leaders, Group Members and Individual Members who have been given access to NAMS. 

Group Leaders, Group members and Individual Members will see only those requests assigned 

to their Group by the State Coordinator.  After logging in to NAMS, Users will arrive at the 

Request Map shown below.  

 If the Group Name shown on the map is NOT the group you are a member of, you 

can continue with training, but you need to notify NAMS.help@QOVF.org and your 

State Coordinator to rectify this error. 

4.1  Request Map – Landing Page 

 

The Request Map is intended to provide the User 

with a graphic presentation of the proximity of groups 

to the Nominee. 

3 different color-coded symbols appear on the map – 

• Red Square – designation for a Group’s location 

(based on the address of the Group Leader) 

• Blue Dots – designation for the Nominee’s location 

• Numbered Blue Dots – indicate multiple Nominees 

clustered in a location 

• Numbered Red Dots – when more than 10 

Nominees are clustered in a location the dot is 

changed to red 

When you login to NAMS your 

Landing Page is the Request 

Map view with requests in blue or 

orange dots. 

DEMO:  

A.  Red Box display – Group Name 

B.  Single Blue Dot display - 

Nominee name  

C.  Single Blue Dot with a number - 

zoom in until the dots are separated 

and you can see individual dots 

D.  Clicking on Blue Dots access 

Individual Record 

mailto:NAMS.help@QOVF.org
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• Orange Dots – designation for a Nominee’s 

location with an invalid address or the original 

location of a Re-Routed request 

   
 
 
 
This image shows the drop-down Request menu   It is 
located in the upper left of all views. 

 

 

E.   “X” to return to Map or Map left 

arrow icon 

 

DEMO: Map, continued 

F. Moving from one view to the 

other (Map to Request, Request to 

Map) is done by clicking on 

Requests and selecting the view 

you want. 

 

 

4.2  Request List 

 

All NAMS roles have a Request List view.  The 

format for the List view is the same for each role 

within NAMS. The List view provides a 

spreadsheet style view of all ongoing requests 

that a particular role has permissions to see and 

act on.   The sample Request List view above 

shows a Group’s list. 

 
 

DEMO: 

A.  Point out the elements of the list: 

• The group’s name 

• The 12 columns  

• The total records notation 

• Medical Priorities will always appear 

at the top of the list. 

B.  Explain the stoplight color coding 

system displayed in column #3. 

C. Point out that the SC and RC see a 

display (use your dashboard) that shows 

the status of the entire state, and the 
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color is determined by the oldest record.  

It takes only one old record to determine 

the color of a state. 

 
 
 
EXERCISES – Verifying that data matches between Map & List views and practicing moving 
between views. 
 
Switch browser tabs to the NAMS site.  You will arrive in the Map view. 
1.  Expand the map so all dots are visible.   
2. Count the blue and orange dots. 
 

3. Using the Requests Menu, switch to List view. 
4. Compare the number listed for total records vs the number of dots counted in Request Map 
view. The counts should be the same. 
 

5.  Switch back to Map view. 
6.  Select one dot to hover over and record the name. 
7. Return to List view and scan the list to verify that the name is the same as it was displayed by 
the dot. 

 

4.3  Request List – Sort Function 

The bold column headers also serve as a Sort function for the list. The list may be sorted by any 

selected column either in: 

       ascending - A to Z, least to greatest, old to new or  

       descending – Z to A, greatest to least, new to old. 

DEMO:  

A.  Click on the Entry Id (numerical), Submitted (dates), and any text column to show the 

different sorts.    

B.  Click back and forth slowly so the different orders are apparent. 

 Any record(s) marked with a Medical Priority symbol (red square with white 

cross) to the left of the ID number will always remain at the top of any list the record is 

displayed on. 

4.4  Request List – Filter Function 

You can filter any column in the list that has a box outlined under the column header.  

DEMO: 
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A.   Click in the Filter window located below the Submitted column heading. 

B.   Select one date from the column and begin to enter the year in the Filter window.  

C.   When the drop-down menu appears with the possible selections, click on the selection you 

began entering.  Point out that you must click on enter for the filter to occur. 

D.  The list should be filtered to show only those entries which match the date filter term. 

E.   Click on the “X” in the Filter window to remove the filter term. The full list should return to 

the screen. 

 F.   Explain that it is possible to filter the list a second time to reduce the number of entries 

viewed, which may not be something groups would have much need to do.   Using your state 

Request List, filter by status and then group.  

G. Clear all filters. 

EXERCISES – Practicing use of the Sort and Filter functions. 

1.  Sort one or two lists. 

2. Filter the list by one field. 

 

4.5  Request List – Search Function 

 

NAMS provides the capability to search the 

NAMS Database and Archive for Individual 

Records based upon term(s) provided in the 

search field.  The Search function searches 

select fields of the database for matches. It is a 

general search.   

If you type “Smith” in the search window the 

results will include any records that have the 

name Smith in them as well as any records with 

cities that have “Smith”. For example:  records 

containing, Joe Smith, Smithfield, and 

blacksmith would all be returned. 

Records that have “Smith” in sections of a 

record that are not displayed in the Request List 

will also show in the results of the search.   For 

example: in the Nominator’s name, the email 

address, the street address or in Activity notes. 

DEMO: 

A.  Search by a general name yielding 

multiple returns.  Point out how broad the 

return can be using just a first or last 

name.   The more specific their search 

term, the narrower the returns. 

B.  Review the list of returned items for: 

- an awarded request (archived) 

- a request not showing the search name 

- a canceled request. 

C.  Search by an ID # yielding a single 

return. 
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EXERCISES – Practicing use of the Search function. 

1.  In the upper right of screen select Search. 

2.  In the Search window type the word “Martha”.  Search should return a list of at least 10 

results. 

3.  Review results to find the text “Martha” in each row listed. 

4.  Select one of the records from the list and type the Entry ID for the record in the Search 

box and click the Search button. The search should return just the single record associated 

with the Entry ID.  

5.  Exit Search by selecting the view you wish from the Requests button. 

 

BREAK 

 

4.6  Individual Records 

As demonstrated earlier, clicking on an individual dot in the Map view or any field within a 

request line or row in the List view will open the associated Individual Record.  In this section 

we will look at the information available for an individual request record.   

 

The top of the Individual Record 

displays the Recipient’s Name, Record 

ID, the date the nomination was 

submitted, the current status of the 

record, and the Group assigned to fulfill 

the request.   

Buttons visible above the recipient’s 

name are the functions available for the 

DEMO: 

A.  You can access an Individual Record from the 

Map view or List view.   

- from the Map view, locate and click on the blue 

dot for the Individual Record you wish to view.  

You can return to the Map by either using the Map 
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record as determined by the individual 

User’s role.  

 

(left arrow) button in the upper left of the record, 

or the “X” in the upper  right side. 

- from the List view, click on any field in the row 

for the selected individual to move to the 

Individual Record.   You can return to the List by 

either using the List (left arrow) button on the left 

or the “X” on the right. 

B. Less and More  

• Eye Icon - All request fields should be 
displayed, including those fields that are 
blank. Click on the Eye icon again to hide the 
blank fields. 

• Less or More – The default setting is for all 
fields in the Recipient Details that have entries 
to be displayed.  Click on Less and all the fields 
collapse under the heading.  Click on More and 
all fields will return to view.  

 

 

 

Individual Records (continued) 

DEMO: 

C.  All but the Recipient’s address in the 

Recipient Details can be edited.   Editing 

the Recipient’s address will be explained later 

in the session. 

D.  The Edit function is activated by clicking 

on the pencil at the right of each field. 

- Click on a pencil to open the edit box. 

- Perform an edit of information. 

- To save the edit, click on the down arrow. 

 

 

EXERCISES – Exploring how to move between different views, some of the viewing options 

and how to edit details of an individual record. 

1.  Access an Individual Record you entered in NAMS from the Map view. 

2.  Return to Map view and using the Requests button, switch to List view. 

3.  Access an Individual Record you entered in NAMS from the List view. 
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4.  Try out the Less or More function using both the Eye icon and the word buttons in 

Nominator Details.   Keep the record as Less when done testing this function. 

5.  Edit one of the Nominator Details. 

 

4.7  Medical Priority 

The Medical Priority Symbol (red box with a white cross) and check box are at the top left of 

the Recipient Details.  Checking this box will flag the record as a medical priority.  Anyone can 

designate an award as a Medical Priority.  Anyone assigning the designation to the request 

should enter an explanation in the Activity Notes. 

DEMO: 

A.  Activate Medical Priority for the individual – a check mark appears in the box to the left.   

Enter a reason in the Activity/Notes. 

B.  Return to the List view and locate the record just flagged as a Medical Priority, it should 

appear at the top of the list. 

C.  Return to the Individual Record by clicking on the Medical Priority Icon of the record. 

D.  Remove the Medical Priority and add a second comment “entered in error” and return to the 

List view to verify the Medical Priority box is clear and the request is back to its original place on 

the list. 

4.8  Individual Record - Status Changes 

An Individual Record can be designated with one of seven statuses: Received, Duplicate, 

Assigned, Hold, Award Ready, Awarded, and Canceled.  This section explores four of the seven 

status designations. 

 

Changes the status of the record to Hold.   A 

record is normally designated on Hold while 

awaiting a change in status.  To return a 

record with Hold status to its previous status, 

click on the Hold button. 

DEMO:   

A.  Select an Individual Record whose status 

is Assigned. 

B.  Change the status to Hold. 

C.  Click Hold again to return the records to 

Assigned status. 

 

Changes the status of the record to Award 

Ready.   This means scheduling is 

confirmed, the quilt is completed or both. 

D.  Change the status to Award Ready by 

clicking on that button. 

 

The Award button is utilized to record the 

completion of the award.  Once the green 

Confirm Awarded button is clicked, the 

record status is changed to Awarded and the 

E.  Change the status to Award.  

F.  Enter the required data in the Confirm 

box.  You can change the date to the actual 

date of the award.  

DO NOT CONFIRM 
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record is locked from further editing and 

removed from the Request List. Only an 

Administrator can recover the awarded 

record. 

 

 

G. Click the Award button at the top of the 

Individual Record a second time to exit the 

Award function and retain the record. 

 
 

 

The Cancel button is utilized to remove the 

record without completion of an award.   The 

circumstances under which a record can be 

canceled are addressed in the User Guide.  

Like Confirming an Award, Confirm Cancel 

is final.  

H.  Change the Award Ready status to 

Cancel. 

I.  Enter the required data in the Confirm 

box.  

 
J.  Click green Confirm Cancel button. 
 
K.  Return to List view, record is removed 
from the list. 
 
L.  Do a Search for the record. 
 
M. The Record should be locked for editing 
and the Complete date is showing the current 
date (date you canceled).   Explain that a 
record locked does not allow you to change 
any of the information, but you can add a 
note, perhaps a correction or an update. 

4.9  Bulk Records 

Bulk Options allows you to perform status changes for multiple requests at one time.   It can be 

used to change the status to Hold, Award Ready, Award and Cancel. 

 

 

 Be sure only the desired records 

have their Bulk Option boxes checked 

(blue with the check mark).   Once the 

green Award or Cancel Confirm button is 

clicked, the records can no longer be 

DEMO:  Selecting Records. 

A. Bulk Options are performed in the List 

view. 

B. Select ALL - Click the small box at the top 

of the column of boxes. 

C. A check mark should appear in all boxes 

of the column. 

D. The Bulk Options: Choose Action 

prompt appears. 

E. Click at the top of the column to Unselect 

all. 

F. To select records for a smaller group you 

can: scroll through the list and check 

Individual Records or use the Sort 

function to cluster the records you want 

together. 
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modified.  They can only be viewed via 

the Search function.  

 The Select All box in top left corner 

of the list view for Bulk options selects all 

records on the list, even when using 

filters. It is recommended that Bulk 

options NOT be used with filters on, or 

remove the filters prior to completing the 

bulk action. 

 

 

DEMO:  Activating Bulk Actions 

Select two records to perform a Bulk 

Actions: Award. 

A. Choose Action – Award. 

B. The comment box and the Confirm Award 

will appear above the record.   Enter a 

location for the award. Confirm Award. 

C. You are returned to the request and the 2 

records will have been removed. 
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EXERCISES – Performing each of the status changes:  HOLD, AWARD READY, AWARD & 

CANCEL on an Individual Record and a set of Bulk Records. 

1.  Open an Individual Record.  Change the status of that record, first to Hold then to Award 

Ready.   

2.  Using the same record, change the status to Award, enter the requested information BUT 

DO NOT CONFIRM.   Click on the Award button to exit or cancel the Award status. 

3.  Continuing with the same record change the status to Cancel. Record the name on the 

request for future use.   Provide a reason and then Confirm the cancelation. 

4.  Return to List view.   Verify that the name has been removed from the Request List. 

5.  Select 2 records on the list to use for a Bulk action by clicking on the first box.   Record their 

names for future use. 

6.  From the drop-down menu that has appeared under Bulk actions, select Award. 

7.  In the pop-up that has appeared, enter the location of the award and then click on Confirm 

Award. 

8. Verify that those records have been removed from the Request List. 

9.  Do a search for the name you canceled - the search should show the status canceled and the 

record locked. 

10.  Do a second search on one of the names you awarded – the search should show the status 

awarded, a completed date and the record locked. 

 

4.10  Individual Record – Change Status: Re-Routing 

NAMS requires an accurate Recipient address to manage the permissions and display of each 

record for the correct State and Group.  Changing the address of a Recipient must, therefore, be 

a very deliberate and thoughtful process.    

There are four primary reasons for utilizing the Re-Route function: 

1. To correct the Recipient’s current address, or the Recipient moved to a new address 

within the current state, 

2. Change the Recipient address, when they have moved to another state, 

3. The request needs to be returned to the State Coordinator, 

4. The request needs to be assigned to a new state for reasons other than an out of state 

address change. 

To accomplish Re-Routing of an Individual Record, it is important that detailed 

information be provided in the Re-Route comments section to assist the receiving SC & GL 

in managing the record when it is received.   The User who is initiating the Re-Route must do 

their part to provide the forwarding address to assist the receiving State and Group with 

continuing the fulfillment process.  A transaction of the Re-Route will also be logged in the 

Activity/Notes section of the record. 
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Change Status: Re-Routing - Change Recipient Address 

 

DEMO:  Re-Route: Address Correction Within Current State 

A.  From an Individual Record - select Re-Route. 

B.  In the Re-Route pop-up window select Change Recipient Address. 

C. Enter the Recipient address of the record AND change just the street number. 

D. In the Re-Route comment box enter a comment “Corrected Recipient address.”  

E. Click the Confirm Re-Route button. 

F.  NAMS will execute two possible actions:  

1.  If the zip code remains the same when the address is corrected, the correction will 

take place and the request will remain on the group’s list. 

2.  If the correction to the address involves a change in zip code within the state the 

request will be Re-Routed back to the SC for reassignment.  

* If the corrected address/zip code change is still within your Group’s area, include a note 

asking your SC to route the record back to you. 

 
DEMO:  Re-Route: Address Change Out of State 
 

A.  From an Individual Record that has a red dot - select Re-Route. 

B.  In the Re-Route pop-up window select Change Recipient Address. 

C. Enter the new full address for the Recipient. 

D. In the Re-Route explanation box enter the comment “Recipient has/is moving out of state.”  

 It is incumbent on the User initiating the Re-Route to obtain the full address, 

not just the city/state, from the Nominator or Recipient. 

E. Supply any additional information or explanation regarding the Re-Route that would 

facilitate reassignment into Activity/Notes. 

F. Click the Confirm Re-Route button. 
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G. The record will be removed from the Group list and directed to the SC of the Recipient’s 

new state. 

 

Change Status: Re-Routing - Change Assignment or Assigned State 

 

Sometimes the Recipient’s award is going to 

be held in a state other than their state of 

residence and not because of an address 

change.   The Award may be part of a reunion, 

they may reside in a second state for part of 

the year or could be visiting another state to 

receive their QOV.   These instances should be 

noted in the Additional Comments section of 

the Recipient Details.  If the need to Re-

Route a Request to another state isn’t 

discovered until contact is made with the 

Nominator or Recipient,  Re-Route to a new 

assigned state is used in these circumstances. 

DEMO:  Re-Route to Change the Assigned 

State 

A.  From an Individual Record - select Re-

Route. 

B.  In the Re-Route pop-up window select 

Change Assignment or Assigned State. 

C. A drop-down menu will appear, select the 

state the record needs to be redirected to. 

D. In the Re-Route comment box explain the 

reason for requesting a Re-Route to another 

state.  Provide all the knowledge you have 

about the transfer to another state and what 

coordination is needed. 

E. Click the Confirm Re-Route button. 

F. The record will be removed from the Group 

list and directed to the SC of the new requested 

assigned state. 

DEMO:  Re-Route back to your State 

Coordinator 

A.  From an Individual Record - select Re-

Route. 

B.  In the Re-Route pop-up window select 

Change Assignment or Assigned State. 

C. A drop-down menu will appear, select your 

state. 

D. In the Re-Route comment box explain the 

reason for returning the request to the SC for 

reassignment.   
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E. Click the Confirm Re-Route button. 

F. The record will be removed from the Group 

list and directed back to your SC. 

 

EXERCISES – Practice the Re-Route procedures.  

1.  Perform a Re-Route of a request on the list with a correction to house number or street name 

of the Recipient’s address.  Verify that the request still appears on the Group’s Request List. 

2.  Perform a Re-Route of a request on the request from #1 with a change of the Recipient’s 

address still within your state. 

3.  Perform a Re-Route of a request on the list with a change to the Recipient’s address to out of 

state. Verify that the request has been removed from the Group’s Request List. 

4.  Perform a Re-Route of a request back to the State Coordinator.   Ask the trainer, using the 

chat function, to check to see if it returned to your State Coordinator. 

5.  Perform a Re-Route of a request to a new assigned state with the explanation “Testing 

Reassignment to new state with no recipient address change.” 

You can check where the above request(s) was/were re-routed to by using the general search 

function and searching for the record.  It should be locked so you cannot edit it, but you can see 

it’s status and make any additional comments in the Activity/notes field. 

Q & A – STATUS CHANGES 

 

4.11  Individual Record – Activity/Notes & Checklist 

 The Activity/Notes feature is important – it is how we document and 

communicate the progress of a request.   Providing detailed information assists other 

users and is critical when sharing responsibility for the request with others; even more 

so when the request is rerouted to another group or state.  The “Golden Rule” 

applies here – consider what information you would want to find in a 

request that you receive from another volunteer or state and use that as 

your guide to how much detail you include. 
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DEMO:  Checklist Features & Activity Notes 

Can add items to be completed, assign to a Group Member and set a due date in the Checklist. 

A. Enter a task, click ADD to save. 

B. Enter a 2nd task and assign to a Group Member using the “person symbol.”   Point out that if 

the assigned Group Member has access to NAMS, they will receive notification of the 

assigned task.  This would be used within a group, where individual members were assigned 

full responsibility for a request. 

C. Add a due date by clicking on due date and using the drop-down calendar. 

D. Use the pencil icon and edit one of the tasks, save using the down arrow. 

E. Click the check box on the left of a task to indicate that is it complete. 

F. Shift focus to Activity/Notes section where a log of all the actions taken will show. 

G. Add a note to the Activity/Notes section – the date and location of the award.  

 

EXERCISES – Explore the features of the Activity/Notes section and the Checklist. 

1.   Add and edit an entry in the Activity/Notes section. 

2.  Enter a task to the Checklist. 

3.  Enter a new task to the Checklist and assign it to a Group Member with a due date. 

4.  Edit one of the Checklist tasks. 

5.  Mark one of the Checklist tasks completed. 
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5.  Notifications & Preferences  

5.1  Notifications 

  

DEMO: 

A.  The Notification Bell appears in the 

upper right of the Request List window.  

When the icon is red, unread notifications are 

present. 

B.  Open, pop-up menu appears. 

C.  Open notification by clicking on the box 

 and it will take you to the record. 

D.  Exit the Notification pop up using the X 

in the upper right. 

NAMS triggers Notifications for activity on 

the User’s assigned records.   Notifications 

can be viewed in the application and via 

email.   The User wishing to receive email 

notifications must turn on that feature. 

 

 

 

5.2  Notifications Sent 

Users will be notified of a newly assigned request and when new activity has occurred on records 

assigned t0 them.   

The categories of activities providing an email and in-system notification to each user role 

include: 

Activity Notification Member Group Leaders/Individuals 

1.  Assignment of a new 

request to the group 

No Yes 

2.  A task is assigned to a 

group member. 

Yes No 

3.  An assigned task has been 

updated.  

No Yes 

4.  A due date has been added 

to an assigned task. 

Yes No 
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5.  A task has been marked 

completed 

No Yes 

5.3  Setting Preferences 

Groups have the ability to set their preferences for two functions:  Notifications and the 

Checklist (Default Tasks). 

Setting Preferences - Notifications 

 

Receive emails for each notification– If 

a check mark appears you will receive emails 

of all Notifications for your role.   If no check 

mark appears, Notifications will be delivered 

only through the NAMS system (the bell 

alert). 

Close each notification after viewing – 

Automatically removes each Notification (in 

NAMS) when the User opens the record 

associated with the Notification viewed.  If 

this option is unchecked, the User will need 

to delete each Notification from their list 

manually after reading. 

 

DEMO: Notification Preferences 

A.  Open Settings (gear icon) upper right of 

Request List window. 

B.  Point out the two options and note that the 

default setting is OFF. 

C.  Turn both settings on and click Save 

Preferences. 

D.  Open the notifications list by clicking on 

the bell, and open one item on the notification 

list. 

E. Click on the arrow  to go to the 

individual record associated with the 

notification.  

F.  Go back to the Notifications list to show 

that the Notification just opened has been 

removed. 

G.  Return to Notification Settings and 

uncheck the Close on Click preference. 

H.  Open Notifications again and open one 

notice.    

I.   Use the trash can icon to delete the 

notification. 

J.  Click on the Clear All Notifications 

button to remove everything from the list. 
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K.  Close settings by clicking on the X in the 

upper right of the window.  
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Setting Preferences – Default Tasks for Checklist 

In Settings – 

 

In the Checklist – 

 

Default Tasks allows you to customize a 

checklist for your group.  You can create and 

save items you wish to appear on every 

Individual Record assigned to your group. 

DEMO:  Creating a custom checklist 

A.  Click on the Default Tasks bar. 

B.  Enter one or two items – “Quilt Assigned” 

and “Label Prepared”. 

C.  Click on Save Preferences. 

D.  Open an Individual Record and show the 

Default Tasks button.  Click on the button and 

the tasks will be added.  (Image below) 

E.  Open a different Individual Record 

assigned to the same group to show that the 

Default Tasks entered on one record carries 

over to all records.   

 

 

Q & A 
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6.  Use Cases 

In this section specific scenarios that you may encounter are presented along with ways to 

manage them within the NAMS framework. 

6.1  Award in Another State – 

A member of your group wants to make and award a QOV to a family member or friend who 

lives in a different state.  How can the Group Leader assist and track the Award? 

1. The Group Member enters the nomination for the friend/family member on the 

QOVF.org website. 

2. Enter the Recipient’s home address on the form. 

3. In the Additional Comments section of the form, the member should add that they have 

made the quilt and plan to conduct the Award ceremony themselves. 

4. Request assistance from the Group near the Recipient, if desired. 

5. If no assistance is necessary, request that the nomination be assigned to the Member’s 

Group, including the Group’s name and state in the comments.   

6. Submit the nomination form. 

The nomination will go to the Recipient’s home state SC, who will see the special remarks and 

can Re-Route the nomination to the Nominator’s State and Group. 

6.2  Managing Group Awards - 

How can I track several records to be awarded at a scheduled award ceremony? 

Multiple Records can be identified and grouped together in a simple fashion by using the Hold 

or Award Ready button. 

1. By Individual Records – Assign the Hold status to each record in the group. 

2. By Bulk Records– Assign Hold to the group of records (see Bulk Records). 

The same actions can be used with Award Ready, unless there are already records on the list 

assigned that status. 

6.3  Using the Checklist to Track Tasks - 

1.  NAMS Users in a group are encouraged to use the features of the Checklist (completing check 

off) and the Activity /Notes section to post the status of the task they have been assigned.   

2.  Users assigned a task are notified of their assignments by the system. 

3.  For tasks assigned to members of the group that do not have access to NAMS, the GL will 

need to establish a communication schedule with those members.   A bi-weekly, monthly, check 

or a request for the member to email the GL with updates.   The GL can then post notes to the 

Activity section and check off a task once it is completed.    

4.  For training the number of members in the Group given access to NAMS was held at three.   

Following implementation more Group Members can be added.   This topic is addressed in the 

NAMS User Guide.  

5.   Notifications of activity on a record will be sent to GLs alerting them to updates or changes 

to a record as well as when there are updates to their assigned tasks. 
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Wrap Up & Feedback  

NAMS Data User Agreement - To ensure that the security of the organization and 
our recipient’s data and before you will be given access to NAMS you you will be 
required to accept the NAMS Data User Agreement upon signing in to NAMS the 
first time.    

Data Migration Timeline - You will receive 4 emails regarding the start of Data 
Migration (the transfer of Trello records to NAMS). 

Reminder #1 – One week prior to migration, with a reminder to enter any last updates 
or complete work in Trello, now. 

Reminder #2 – The day or a day and a half prior to migration you will receive an email 
reminding you again that your access to Trello will end soon. 

Reminder #3 – 1-2 hours prior to maintenance starting (the migration process and 
other system updates) you will get a final notice email asking you to sign out of Trello. 

Alert, Email #4 – You will be notified when the migration is complete, and you can now 
access NAMS.   A link to NAMS will be included. 

The actual migration of data will require approximately three days.   Your State 
Coordinator will have first access to NAMS.  They will be given 24 hours to verify all the 
state’s data made the migration and to make assignments as needed. 

 

Important Links & Reminders 

Member Dashboard – where you access NAMS manuals, the User Guide, and copy of 
the Data User Agreement and other resources.  Check the Membership Dashboard 
regularly for the final and future updates of the Training Manual and User Guide.   Both 
will be updated once the full implementation of NAMS is complete. 
https://www.qovf.org 

NAMS assistance – NAMS.help@QOVF.org 

SignUp Genius –– NAMS Group Leader/Member class signup  if you wish to attend 
another group class 

NAMS Training & Development site -  Practice in your NAMS training account 

NAMS Training & Development Nomination website - Enter a practice nomination 

Training Feedback Survey– Please provide us feedback on NAMS and your training 

experience at the following link. Include your state and the designation of your training class, ex 

GL1 or SC1.  No personal identifying information is requested on the survey.  We appreciate you 

taking the time to let us know what you think so we can improve the NAMS and our training. 

Interested in having a NAMS Mentor?   Let your trainer know or send an email to 
Nams.hel@qovf.org 

  

https://www.qovf.org/
mailto:NAMS.help@QOVF.org
https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10C0E4BACA92EA2FEC70-group
https://www.dev.nams.qovf.org/login
https://www.dev.qovf.org/nominate_qov_tbw/
https://forms.gle/4JNrATbTwTvUL4aW7
mailto:Nams.hel@qovf.org
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Learning the Power of NAMS 

Thank you for taking the NAMS training. This is an introduction to NAMS, and is only the first 

step in becoming proficient.  It is expected that all users will continue to explore other QOVF 

provided resources. Following are resources that will be available to you: 

1. Access to the training environment “sandbox” at the NAMS Training Login link at  

https://dev.nams.qovf.org. Once you have taken the live class you can practice all NAMS 

activities in a safe environment with “practice” data. You cannot hurt anything in the Training 

Environment.   

2. Attend a second Zoom training class on a space available basis. 

3. Review a recorded training.  More information will be forth coming. 

4. Read the “User Guide” and training manuals. They are excellent resources that we encourage 

everyone use as a ready reference to look things up or when you need more in-depth 

information.  It is highly recommended that you spend some time to review read or at least skim 

the full Users Guide.   

5. Read the FAQs on the NAMs section of the Member Dashboard at www.qovf.org . 

6. Users can work with a friend or buddy who has completed training. Use the Training 

Sandbox.   

7. Please remember, do not give up, it is QOVF’s goal that users become comfortable with 

NAMS.  If in need, there are mentors available and ready at all levels who can help, please get in 

touch with your State/Regional Coordinator to find the best resource for you.   If you need more 

help after trying these resources, you can request a mentor directly by 

emailing  NAMS.help@QOVF.org.   

 

End of Group Training 

https://dev.nams.qovf.org/
http://www.qovf.org/
mailto:NAMS.help@QOVF.org

